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MANAGED FIREWALL SERVICE
What would happen to your business if your sensitive
and confidential customer data was stolen? Would your
business survive the reputational and financial loss?
Businesses today face continual threats from an almost
infinite number of sources. These sources use various
technologies and approaches, sometimes simultaneously to
break into businesses.

“

Cybersecurity is one of the biggest issues facing business
today with two thirds of large UK businesses hit by a cyber
security breach or attack in the past year1.

”

Maintaining an effective security defence against today’s
cyber threats is a costly and resource intensive task. The
Briars Managed Firewall Service provides the necessary
security solution at a fraction of the cost and without the
management headache, which makes a compelling business
case and attractive TCO.

SERVICE DETAILS
The Briars Managed Firewall Service provides a fully managed security
gateway between your network, the Internet and third party networks.
The solution deploys a state-of-the-art hardware platform at each
premises between untrusted networks and your corporate network.
The solution is capable of scanning all inbound and outbound
connections for malware and website access. It can detect and block
intrusions into your network.
Site-to-site Virtual Private Netwroks (VPNs) can be established between
each device, or even 3rd party devices not supported, to provide a hub
and spoke or partial/full mesh Wide Area Network (WAN) solution
between your headquarters, data centre, branch offices or even home
offices.
Each device can support multiple Internet or WAN connections and
either supplement or replace current routing and/or network edge
infrastructure with advanced routing and switching functionality.

Source – UK Government 8 March 2016 – www.gov.uk
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The service provides devices which are sized depending on usage and
features required – these are graded from SOHO though to enterprise/
data centre class meeting the most cost effective deployments or up to
the most demanding workloads that industry firewalls can expect today.

SERVICE OPTIONS
Enterprise Grade WiFi

Dial-up VPN

Allow your corporate devices to connect
and move seamlessly between access
points and sites, without prompt, while
offering restrictive and isolated guest
access to your clients and/or staff personal
devices.

Provide secure and reliable access to
your network for remote users and
control who can and cannot connect to
your corporate network.

2-Factor Authentication

4/3G backup

Provide an extra layer of security by
requiring two forms of authentication for
remote users connecting to your network
– usually the standard username/password
but in addition either soft/hard token,
dongle or mobile phone for additional
authentication.

When you only have one fixed Internet
connection and have no option for a
backup fixed Internet connection, the
4G backup solution provides a low cost
Internet connection which seamlessly
activates when your primary
connection becomes unavailable. This
option is popular with smaller branch
offices.

Secure Web Access

High Availability

Allow your users to be productive on the
Internet while protecting your network
from threats such as Malware or Intrusion
attacks.
The solution tracks users and web
activity including website, application
and bandwidth usage; malicious, nonproductive or potentially liable websites
can be blocked and/or logged along with
user actions.

If your business requires maximum
uptime for your network gateway,
the high availability option provides
a second identical unit which acts as
a standby device to the primary unit.
In the event of planned maintenance;
the standby unit takes over operation
while maintenance is being conducted.
In the event of unit failure, the standby
unit takes over operation until the
failed unit is replaced.

DEPLOYMENT
Firewall can be deployed as a physical device or a virtual device capable
of running on most hypervisors today.
The solution can be deployed in either a transparent mode, which does
not require any network changes, or in NAT/Route mode which replaces
each site’s relevant gateway for the internal network.

SUPPORT
Our support service includes set up, maintenance and any normal
admin changes as required. Briars’ standard support includes a one hour
response time between the hours of 08:00-18:00 (UK Time) Mon-Fri.
With extended support options also available.

NEXT STEPS
To request further information or to discuss your needs please contact
it-sales@briarsgroup.com or call +44 (0)1483 413420.

WHO WE ARE
The Briars Group is the back office power behind growing entrepreneurial
businesses and corporate enterprises. For more than twenty five years the
company has provided services in the fields of People, Finance, Tax and
Technology through to full Corporate Management. Designed for businesses
looking to expand in their home territory and for those looking to put down
roots elsewhere, Briars offers a seamless turn-key solution that is compliant
and ensures consistency in employee terms and benefits. Our services
are tailor-made to fit your needs so that you can concentrate on meeting
your business objectives while minimising the risks often associated with
expansion and growth. A full global operation can be managed in one time
zone just as easily as we can support an ambitious business taking
its first tentative next steps. Either way more than 1,000
clients located across the UK, mainland Europe,
North America and the Far East are witness to
decades of proven support, the Briars’ way.
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